Kinetic folding design of aptazyme-regulated expression devices as riboswitches for metabolic engineering.
Recent developments in the fields of synthetic biology and metabolic engineering have opened the doors for the microbial production of biofuels and other valuable organic compounds. There remain, however, significant metabolic hurdles to the production of these compounds in cost-effective quantities. This is due, in part, to mismatches between the metabolic engineer's desire for high yields and the microbe's desire to survive. Many valuable compounds, or the intermediates necessary for their biosynthesis, prove deleterious at the desired production concentrations. One potential solution to these toxicity-related issues is the implementation of nonnative dynamic genetic control mechanisms that sense excessively high concentrations of metabolic intermediates and respond accordingly to alleviate their impact. One potential class of dynamic regulator is the riboswitch: cis-acting RNA elements that regulate the expression of downstream genes based on the presence of an effector molecule. Here, we present combined methods for constructing aptazyme-regulated expression devices (aREDs) through computational cotranscriptional kinetic folding design and experimental validation. These approaches can be used to engineer aREDs within novel genetic contexts for the predictable, dynamic regulation of gene expression in vivo.